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Abstract: A (p, q) connected graph is edge odd graceful graph if there exists an injective map f+: E(G)   {1, 3, …, (2q-1)}  so  

that  induced map   f+: V(G)    {0,1,2, …, (2k-1)} defined by  f+(x)  ∑  ( ,  (    2k ,  where the vertex x is incident with other 

vertex y and k = max{p , q} makes all the edges distinct and odd. Hence the graph G is edge –odd graceful. In this article the 

edge odd gracefulness of the graphs nSP 212   and nNP 8  is shown. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A graph labeling is an assignment of integers to the vertices or edges, or both, subject to certain 

conditions. Graph labeling was first introduced in the mid 1960’s. In the intervening 50 years nearly 200 

graph labelings techniques have been studied in over 2500 papers. Graph labeling have often been 

motivated by practical problem, is one of fascinating areas of research. A systematic study of various 

application of graph labeling carried out in Bloom and Golomb [1]. Labeled graph plays vital role to 

determine optimal circuit layout for computers and for the representation of compressed data structure. Let 

G be a simple undirected graph with q edges. Thought out this paper, let )(GV and )(GE  denote the 

vertex set and the edge set of G, respectively. In 1967, Rosa [1] introduced a labeling of G called graceful 

labeling which is an injection f from )(GV to the set {0, 1, 2… q} such that each edge xy is assigned the 

label )()( yfxf  , the resulting edge labels are distinct. A graph G is said to be graceful if G admits a 

graceful labeling.  

In 1991, Gnanojothi [2] defined a graph G to be odd-graceful if there is an injection f from )(GV to 

the set {0, 1, 2… (2q – 1)} such that, when each edge xy is assigned the label )()( yfxf  , the resulting 

edges labels are in the set {1, 3, 5…,(2q −1 }. Later, Solairaju and Chithra [3] introduced a new type of 

labeling of a graph G called an edge-odd graceful labeling which is a bijection f from )(GE  to the set            

{1, 3, 5,..., 2q − 1} so that the induced mapping  f + from )(GV  to the set {0, 1, 2, …, (2q – 1)} given by 

)2mod()()( qxyfpxf   where the vertex x is adjacent to other vertex y. The edge labels and vertex 

labels are distinct. A graph that admitted an edge-odd graceful labeling is called edge-odd graceful.  
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Definition 1.1:  

A graph G is an ordered triple set )}(),(),(({ GXGEGV consisting of non-empty set )(GV of 

vertices, a set )(GE distinct from )(GV of edges and an incidence function GX  that associates with edge 

of G. If e is an edge and ),( vu are vertices such that uveX G )( , then e is said to join the vertices u and v 

are called the ends of e. 

Definition 1.2:  

 nm SP 2 is a tree obtained from the path mP by adding two star graphs nS to the each of the two 

pendent vertices. It has )2( mn   vertices and )12( mn  edges. 

Definition1.3:  

A connected graph with p vertices and q edges is called graceful if it is possible to label the 

vertices with distinct integers f(x) from }......2,1,0{ q in such a way that, when each edge xy is labeled with 

)()( yfxf  , the resulting edge labels are different. 

Definition 1.4:  

          An edge graceful labeling on a simple graph on p vertices and q edges is a labeling of the edges by 

distinct integers in }.....,2,1{ q such that the labeling on the vertices induced by labeling a vertex with sum 

of the incident edges taken mod p assigns all values from 0  to 1p  to the vertices.  

Definition 1.5: 

A graph ))(),((( GEGVG  with p vertices   and   q edges is said to admit odd graceful labeling   if    

)}12,....(2,1,0{)(:  qGVf  is    injective   and   the    induced function )}12(,...,3,1{)(  qGEf  

defined as )()()( vfufuvef   is bijective. A graph which admits odd graceful labeling is called an 

odd graceful graph. 

Definition 1.6: 

A ),( qp  connected graph is edge odd graceful graph if there exists an injective map      

)}12(,.....,3,1{)(:  qGEf so that induced map )}12,.....(2,1,0{)(:  kGVf defined by  

 )2(mod),()( kyxfxf where the vertex x is incident with other vertex y and },{max qpk  makes all 

the edges distinct and odd. 
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II. MAIN RESULT 

Theorem 2.1: The complete graph nSP 212   where m is 12 and n is odd is edge odd graceful graph. 

Proof: Let the graph nSPG 212   has 122)(  nGV  vertices and 112)(  nGE edges.To define  

edge labeling )}12....(,3,1{)2(: 12  qSPEf n as follows: 

Case 1: nSP 212   for (n=1)  

 

Fig. 1 nSP 212   

Example 2.1:  

 

Fig. 2 nsP 212   

Case 2: )1(112,....3,2,1;12)(  nniief i where n is odd. 

 

                                                                             Fig. 3 nSP 212                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

The above defined edge labeling function will induce the bijective vertex labeling function,

)}12(,.........2,1,0{)(  kGV Such that )2(mod}/),({)(   kExyyxfxf where the vertex x is incident 

with other vertex y and ),max{ qpk  makes all the edges distinct and odd. Hence, the graph admits the 

edge odd graceful labeling. 
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Theorem 2.2: The connected graph  nNP 8  where n is odd is edge odd graceful. 

Proof: Let the graph nNpG  8  has )8()(  nGV  vertices, )78()(  nGE edges. 

To define edge labeling as follows }.12.......,3,1{)(: 8  qNpEf n  

Now 78,......3,2,1;12)(  niief i  ])3([ oddisnwheren   

 

Fig. 4 nNP 8  

  The above defined edge labeling function will induce the bijective vertex labeling function 

)}12,....(2,1,0{)(  kGV such that   )2(mod},/),({)( kEyxyxfxf where the vertex 

x is incident with other vertex y and ),(max qpk  makes all the edges distinct and odd. Hence, the graph is 

edge odd graceful. 

Example2.2: The graph 38 NP   with 31)(,11)(  EdgesqVerticesp and .622 q
 

 

 

                                                                           Fig. 5 38 NP 
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